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Abstract
We investigated the socioeconomic scaling behavior of all cities with more than 50,000

inhabitants in the Netherlands and found significant superlinear scaling of the gross urban

product with population size. Of these cities, 22 major cities have urban agglomerations and

urban areas defined by the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics. For these major cities

we investigated the superlinear scaling for three separate modalities: the cities defined as

municipalities, their urban agglomerations and their urban areas. We find superlinearity with

power-law exponents of around 1.15. But remarkably, both types of agglomerations under-

perform if we compare for the same size of population an agglomeration with a city as a

municipality. In other words, an urban system as one formal municipality performs better as

compared to an urban agglomeration with the same population size. This effect is larger for

the second type of agglomerations, the urban areas. We think this finding has important

implications for urban policy, in particular municipal reorganizations. A residual analysis

suggests that cities with a municipal reorganization recently and in the past decades have a

higher probability to perform better than cities without municipal restructuring.

Introduction and Political Context
In recent years there is a rapidly growing interest in the role of cities in our global society. Cities
are regarded as the main locations of human activity and, particularly, creativity [1]. Popula-
tion size is an important determinant of the intensity of many socioeconomic [2, 3, 4, 5], infra-
structural and knowledge production activities [6, 7, 8] in cities. Indicators representing these
activities appear to scale nonlinearly with the number of inhabitants of cities and urban
agglomerations. The theoretical basis of this scaling behavior is provided by the theory of com-
plex, adaptive systems [9] in which networked structures reinforce nonlinearly as the system
grows, particularly more than proportional, i.e. superlinearly, described by a power law [10].
Also the relation between scaling laws and processes of change in urban systems, for instance
the concentration of new technologies and professions is important and could provide under-
standing of scaling in the context of an evolutionary theory [11]. Moreover, the density of the
population–which determines the average distance of interaction- is discussed as an important
variable in explaining superlinear scaling [12]. This discussion relates to the problem of the rel-
evant spatial unit of analysis in complex systems. In recent work urban scaling laws are ques-
tioned by defining cities based on a population-density and commuting-to- work driven
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clustering method [13] although earlier work of the same research group confirms power-law
urban-scaling of accessibility based on commuting data [14].

Also for universities superlinear scaling behavior is found in which size is given by the num-
ber of publications and the impact of the publications as the dependent variable [15, 16, 17].
Again, distance of interaction appears to play an important role [18, 19].

Recent research in the US on the development of meaningful urban metrics based on a
quantitative understanding of cities shows a more than proportional (superlinear) increase of
the socio-economic performance of cities with increasing population [2, 3, 4]. A city that is
twice as large (in population) as another city can be expected to have a factor of about 2.15
larger socio-economic performance, for instance in terms of gross urban product. This urban
scaling phenomenon is important for new insights into and policy for urban development and,
particularly in the Netherlands, municipal reorganization of urban agglomerations (enlarge-
ment of the municipality of the central city by discontinuation of the municipalities of the sub-
urbs). Different from the usual focus on measures for cutting down expenses, the urban scaling
phenomenon opens new vistas toward socio-economic progress. Possible effects could amount
to hundreds of millions of euros which means thousands of jobs per year and per urban area
[20]. Furthermore, the interpretation of urban scaling laws is important in the discussion on
models of urban growth, structure and optimal size of cities and their regions [21, 22].

The US research on urban scaling is about urban areas (MSA’s, metropolitan statistical
areas) that have grown autonomously to a specific number of inhabitants, regardless of the for-
mal boundaries of municipalities within an urban area. Thus, it is a synchronic, ‘static’mea-
surement that has a predicting value for what happens with socioeconomic variables if, for
instance, a city (i.e., urban area) doubles in population in the course of time. This is, of course,
different from a situation in which a city defined as a municipality and being the central city of
the urban agglomeration, doubles in population by a formal reorganization of all municipalities
within the urban area into one new municipality.

Nevertheless it is probable that after some time the newly formed city should meet the scal-
ing values as predicted by its new size of population. Crucial is however the interesting policy
question: would these scaling values for the doubled population (‘created’ by municipal reorga-
nization) not already be attained for the urban agglomeration as a whole, simply because the
urban agglomeration regardless of the formal municipal boundaries already has this double
population?

It is however plausible that in urban agglomerations with a number of different autonomous
municipalities—which can in the Netherlands be as high as 8 in urban agglomerations and 15
in the urban areas—the socio-economic and political cohesion is not optimally. Thus, the rein-
forcing, non-linear effects of the (central) city dynamics will be hampered. We hypothesize
that for these multi-municipality urban areas the scaling rules will apply, but less than what
can be expected on the basis of the size of the total population.

Given the above considerations, the main goal of our study is to answer the following related
research questions: (1) how do three different modalities of urban systems, namely cities as
municipalities and two types of urban agglomerations, scale; (2) does an urban system as one
formal municipality perform better as compared to an urban agglomeration with the same pop-
ulation size but with a number of autonomous municipalities within the agglomeration; (3) and
if so, can this difference in performance be attributed to less governmental, social, economic
and cultural coherence in an agglomeration with a number of autonomous municipalities?

The answer to these above research questions is very relevant for urban policy in all coun-
tries where urban systems consist of autonomous municipalities as the results of this work may
provide indications for the improvement of the socioeconomic performance of urban systems
based on a better governmental coherence. The framework of this analysis is most appropriate
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for our investigation because the novel element in our work is a clear distinction within major
urban systems between three modalities of organization.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First we describe our data and method to investigate
the scaling behavior of (1) all cities in the Netherlands (municipalities) with more than 50,000
inhabitants and (2) of the 22 major urban systems in Netherlands (with three modalities:
municipalities, urban agglomerations, urban areas). Next we discuss the results and their policy
implications. We close by presenting the statistical analyses used in this paper.

In the Supporting Information we provide the results of a preliminary time-dependent anal-
ysis of the scaling behavior of cities in the Netherlands as a function of time, see S1 Text. This
is particularly important in the study of urban growth and scaling of socioeconomic perfor-
mance (see S1 and S2 Figs.).

Results and Discussion

Data
We created two sets of cities. First, all cities (defined as municipalities) in the Netherlands with
more than 50,000 inhabitants, in total 69 cities; the range of population is 50,000 to the largest
city (municipality) with 800,000 inhabitants (Amsterdam). We refer to this set of cities as Set 1
(see S1 File). These ‘50,000+’ cities include different types of cities: larger central cities, i.e.,
major cities that are the centers in a major urban area; smaller central cities in a more country-
side-type region; and cities that are suburbs of larger cities.

We collected for all these 50,000+ cities (municipalities) in the Netherlands for the period
2010–2012 the following three variables: (1) number of inhabitants (population); (2) gross
urban product in million Euros (index 2013 ^ 100); (3) employment (number of jobs). The
source of the data is the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), see section ‘Materials
and Methods‘. We focus in this paper on the gross urban project (GUP) because the number of
jobs correlates strongly with the GUP. Data on the number of jobs are available from the
authors. In addition we collected for all cities the land surface areas (in km2, total surface area
corrected for water surface area).

Next, within Set 1 (all 50,000+ cities) we focus on specific subset, namely 22 major cities for
which the CBS defines two types of agglomerations. First, the urban agglomeration which is the
central city and the immediately connected suburban cities. Second, the urban area in which in
addition to the urban agglomeration all other suburban cities that are closely socio-economi-
cally connected to the central city are included. The largest urban area, Amsterdam, counts 1.5
million inhabitants.

These 22 major cities are included in Set 1, but we extend this subset with all suburban cities
of the 22 major cities, this is Set 2. Thus, the novel aspect of this study is that we collected the
same data (updated, period 2011–2013) as in Set 1 for (1) the larger central cities themselves
(as a municipality, in total 22), (2) their urban agglomerations (in total the 22 central cities and
44 suburban cities), and (3) their urban areas (in total the 22 central cities, the 44 suburban cit-
ies in the agglomerations, and in addition 90 suburban cities to complete the urban areas).
Moreover, for each of the 134 suburban cities the distances (in km) from their city center to the
center of the central city are collected. We analyzed the scaling of the gross urban product with
population for these two sets. In the next sections we discuss the results of the analysis.

Scaling Analysis: Basic Results
Our main finding is that for both sets of cities the gross urban product scales superlinearly with
population. We show the results for Set 1 (all 50,000+ cities) in Fig 1 and the results for Set 2
(the 22 larger cities) in Fig 2. If we use a linear fit of the data, extrapolation would give a
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negative gross urban product for all cities below 25,000 inhabitants. For a further statistical test
see Section ‘Materials and Methods‘.

The 50,000+ cities defined as municipalities (Set 1) scale with power-law exponent 1.160
(95%CI: 1.113–1.207) for the gross urban product. The 22 larger central cities (Set 2) scale for
the gross urban product with the following exponents: (1) 1.151 for the 22 central cities as a
municipality (95%CI: 1.078–1.228); (2) 1.137 for the urban agglomerations of these cities (95%
CI: 1.052–1.224); and 1.132 for the urban areas of these cities (95%CI: 1.077–1.189). We discuss
the error estimation in Section ‘Materials and Methods‘. We observe that all three city modali-
ties scale with a power-law exponent around 1.15 with a slight decrease of the exponent from
central cities as municipalities, to urban agglomerations and urban areas. Thus our analysis of
Set 2, the 22 larger central cities in three modalities, gives a positive answer to the first research
question about the scaling of these three different modalities.

Moreover and interestingly, the absolute value of the gross urban product for both the
urban agglomerations and the urban areas is lower than for the central cities as municipalities.
Thus, although both types agglomerations scale with population, they underperform as com-
pared to cities defined as municipalities. We will discuss this important finding further in the
Section ‘Analysis of the difference in performance between agglomerations and municipalities’.
First we continue the analysis of the 50,000+ cities.

Residual analysis of the 50,000+ cities
We calculated for all cities in the Netherlands above 50,000 inhabitants the residuals of the
scaling relation presented in Fig 1. Residuals are a measure of the deviations of the observed
value from the expected value as established by the scaling function. Positive residuals indicate

Fig 1. Scaling of the gross urban product (GUP, in million Euros) with population for all Dutch cities above 50,000 inhabitants (Set 1).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146775.g001
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that a city performs better than expected. In Section ‘Materials and Methods‘ we discuss the
mathematical procedure used to calculate the residuals.

We show in Fig 3 the entire ranking distribution. Then we split the distribution into the
ranking of the positive as well as the negative residuals. We label the measuring points with the
names of the cities concerned, see Figs 4 and 5.

Analysis of the residuals may reveal local characteristics of individual cities in terms of suc-
cess or failure relative to other cities [3]. As example we mention the two extremes: Haarlem-
mermeer with the largest positive residual (see Fig 4) and Almere with the largest negative
residual (see Fig 5). The relatively bad position of the new city Almere is striking. Clearly this
new city, which is part of the Amsterdam urban area, does not function (yet) as a ‘real’ city.
Also other suburban cities tend to perform less well. Partly this can be explained by the more
residential character of some suburbs, but this is certainly not a general characteristic. Also in
the central cities there are large residential areas. Haarlemmermeer is a remarkable exception.
It is also a relatively new city in the Amsterdam urban area. The high positive residual of Haar-
lemmermeer can be explained very well: Amsterdam International Airport Schiphol, the fourth
largest airport in Europe, is located in the municipality of Haarlemmermeer.

We believe that another, and perhaps most important local characteristic is the existence of
one coherent governance of central city and its agglomeration instead of several autonomous
municipalities within one urban agglomeration. We investigate this in the following way (for
more details [20]). From the 69 cities with more than 50,000 inhabitants we removed cities that
are suburbs (but autonomous municipalities) within the urban agglomeration or urban area of
the major cities in the Netherlands, and also cities that are municipalities in the more rural
areas. This means that we focus on the 22 larger central cities with formal urban

Fig 2. Scaling of the gross urban product (GUP, in million Euros) with population for all the 22 larger central cities (Set 2).Green triangles: central
cities as municipalities; blue diamonds: urban agglomerations; red squares: urban areas.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146775.g002
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agglomerations and urban areas as defined by the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics
(CBS). We add three other cities of around 100,000 inhabitants (Almaar, Deventer, Venlo)
with an informal regional structure. From the analysis of the residuals follows that 15 of these
cities have a positive residual and 10 have a negative residual. Of the 15 cities with a positive
residual, 5 had in the last decades a substantial municipal reorganization, 6 had a smaller reor-
ganization, 2 are on the verge of a substantial reorganization, and only 2 cities with a positive
residual had no municipal reorganization. On the other hand, of the 10 major cities with a neg-
ative residual no city had a substantial municipal reorganization, 6 had a smaller reorganiza-
tion and 4 cities with a negative residual had no municipal reorganization at all.

This analysis of Set 1 suggests that cities with a municipal restructuring recently and in the
past decades have a higher probability to perform better than cities without municipal restruc-
turing [20]. Thus we find along this line at least a first indicative answer to our second research
question whether an urban system being one formal municipality performs better as compared
to an urban agglomeration but with a number of autonomous municipalities within the
agglomeration.

Analysis of the difference in performance between agglomerations and
municipalities
As discussed in the foregoing section, our analysis of Set 2, the 22 larger central cities in three
modalities (central cities as municipalities, urban agglomerations, and urban areas) gives a pos-
itive answer to the first research question about the scaling of these three different modalities.
We showed in the foregoing section that the gross urban product for all three modalities scale
with a power-law exponent of around 1.15 with possibly a slight decrease of the exponent from

Fig 3. Ranking of the residuals for the gross urban product (Set 1).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146775.g003
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central cities as municipalities, to urban agglomerations and urban areas. But we also observe
(Fig 2) that the absolute value of the gross urban product for both the urban agglomerations
and the urban areas is lower than for the central cities as municipalities (the gross urban prod-
uct for an urban agglomeration or urban area is the sum of the gross urban products of the cen-
tral city and the suburban cities in the urban agglomeration or urban area). Thus, although
both types agglomerations scale with population, they underperform as compared to cities
defined as municipalities. This difference in performance is significant, as shown in Section
‘Materials and Methods‘. The ratio of central city and urban agglomeration performance for
the same population size (measured by the expected GUP) is 0.86, and the ratio of central city
and urban area performance is 0.76. This observation answers in the affirmative the second
research question whether an urban system as one formal municipality performs better as com-
pared to an urban agglomeration with the same population size but with a number of autono-
mous municipalities within the agglomeration.

The third research question concerns the attribution of the above discussed difference in
performance to less governmental, social, economic and cultural coherence in an agglomera-
tion with a number of autonomous municipalities. Before answering this last and politically
important research question, a prior question arises: is it to be expected that agglomerations
will underperform as compared to the central cities because in agglomerations the urban struc-
ture will probably be less dense than the central cities and thus the benefits of scaling may be
lower? We find however that the densities of the central cities as municipalities are spread out
over a wide range (average for the 22 central cities is 2506 ± 1574 (sd) inhabitants/km2) and
that the densities of the urban agglomerations (average for the 66 cities in the urban

Fig 4. Ranking of the positive residuals for the gross urban product with the names of the cities. Cities that are suburbs of larger cities are marked
blue, cities with a municipal reorganization after 1974 (i.e., fusion of the central city with adjacent smaller cities) are marked red. In some cases suburban
cities had a municipal reorganization without fusion with the central city, these are marked red and blue.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146775.g004
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agglomerations is 2047 ± 741 (sd) inhabitants/km2) lie completely within the density range of
the central cities and thus their differences are statistically not significant. This is understand-
able: in several cases a central city and its urban agglomeration are the same because the
agglomeration has been merged into the central city as one municipality, whereas in other
cases with a similar agglomeration structure the suburbs are still separate municipalities. The
densities of the urban areas are lower (average for the 156 cities within the urban areas is
1159 ± 588 (sd) inhabitants/km2) but still partly within the density range of the central cities.
Thus, it is unlikely that differences in population density, particular between central cities and
their urban agglomerations can explain the above discussed underperformance.

There is a further argument against the use of population densities to explain the differences
in performance between central cities and their agglomerations. Densities per city are averages
calculated on the basis of the entire land surface area of cities. In many cases, suburbs immedi-
ately connected to the central city have a large surface area (in quite a number of cases larger
than the surface area of the central city) located in a direction away from the city. The use of
the average population density of such suburbs suggests a spread of the population over the
entire surface area. As discussed, this is often not the case: the large majority of population is
concentrated in the suburban city bordering directly on the central city, and the rest of the sur-
face area belonging to the suburban city is much more sparsely populated as it consists of
woods, polder land etc.

We also performed another test to find out whether densities could play a role in the perfor-
mance of cities. We calculated for the 22 central cities the residuals of the scaling relation

Fig 5. Ranking of the negative residuals for the gross urban product with the names of the cities.Cities that are suburbs of larger cities are marked
blue, cities with a municipal reorganization after 1974 (i.e., fusion of the central city with adjacent smaller cities) are marked red.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146775.g005
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between the gross urban product and population size. We find a very weak and, remarkably, a
negative correlation (r = -0.191) between these residuals and population densities.

The above shows that the use of population densities to explain the relative underperfor-
mance of urban agglomerations and urban areas is not appropriate. It is attractive to consider
urban agglomerations and urban areas as a network structure of connected cities and to explain
their underperformance in terms of (de)centrality. There are many definitions of centrality
[23] in order to optimize this measure depending on the type of network. Generally, centrality
is a measure to identify and rank the most important nodes in a network and to assess the role
of nodes in the cohesiveness of the network. The larger the network structure, the higher the
probability that nodes other than the original central node will decrease the importance of the
original central node. In the case of an urban network this would imply that an urban structure
such as an agglomeration is less cohesive than a compact central city. Thus the agglomeration
will underperform as compared to a compact central city with the same population because
socioeconomic performance largely depends on cohesiveness. However, the network models
used for the calculation of centrality consist of nodes of ‘equal size’, for instance, all the nodes
are individuals, publications, citations. But this is evidently not the case in urban agglomera-
tions. For the use of urban centrality measures we refer to recent work, for instance on land use
around cities [24], street networks [25], the international position of cities [26], and models
such as central place theory [27].

Therefore, instead of applying network centrality measures we used a model for the close-
ness of central city and suburban city which is based on the center of mass principle in physics.
The center of mass is the mean location of a distribution of mass in space. In our approach,
mass is the population of the cities within an agglomeration. We calculate for each suburban
city separately its center of mass location with respect to the central city, or to the urban
agglomeration as a whole in the case of suburban cities in the urban area. Because we know the
surface area of the central city we can calculate the diameter D and hence the radius D/2 of the
central city size by assuming that the shape of the city is approximately circular. Of all 134 sub-
urban cities we collected the distance ri of the suburban city i to the center of its central city
(i = 1) normalized to the radius D/2 of the central city surface area. Of these 134 suburbs 44
belong to the urban agglomerations (first ‘ring’ of suburbs around the central cities). The urban
areas consist of the urban agglomerations with in addition 90 suburbs in a second ‘ring’ around
the central city. On average, an urban agglomeration consists of a central city and 2 suburban
cities, and an urban area (which always includes the urban agglomeration) consists of a central
city and 6 suburban cities (including the 2 within the agglomeration).

We analyze the structure of the urban agglomerations as follows. By putting the center of
the central city in the origin of the coordinate system, we calculate the location of the center of
mass Ri for a suburb i in the urban agglomeration:

Ri ¼
Ni

N1

ri ð1Þ

where Ni is the population of the suburban city and N1 is the population of the central city.
If Ri is 1 the center of mass lies at a distance equal to the central city radius D/2 from the

central city center, i.e., on the border of the central city. For any value of Ri< 1 the center of
mass lies within the central city. Theoretically, a small city could be far away (say, 100 km)
from a large city whereas the center of mass could still lie within the larger city. No one would
consider this situation as an urban agglomeration. Therefore we apply a second criterion by
requiring that the distance ri of the suburban city to the center of the central city must be
smaller than at most D/2 from the border of the central city, i.e., ri � 2. We find for the urban
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agglomerations an average<Ri> = 0.20 (sd = 0.17) and an average<ri> = 1.24 (sd = 0.45). All
44 suburban cities in the urban agglomerations satisfy the center of mass criterion and 91% sat-
isfy both criteria. The remaining 9% has ri values between 2.10 and 2.56. This means that in the
urban agglomerations by far the most suburban cities are directly bordering to the central cities
and form one compact urban system with the central city.

Given the above findings we consider the central city and its agglomeration suburbs (the
first ‘ring’ of suburbs) as one compact city and calculate the center of mass for the 90 additional
suburban cities in the urban areas (the second ‘ring’ of suburbs):

Ri ¼
NiXn

i¼1
Ni

ri ð2Þ

where N ¼ Pn
i¼1 Ni is the total population of the urban agglomeration. For the urban areas we

require that the distance of the suburban city to the center of their central city must be smaller
than at most the central city diameter D from the border if the central city, i.e., ri � 3. Exclud-
ing the 44 suburban cities that belong to the urban agglomeration (the first ‘ring’ of suburbs
around the central city) and thus focusing on the 90 additional suburban cities (the second
‘ring’) we find an average<Ri> = 0.25 (sd = 0.19) and an average<ri> = 2.01 (sd = 0.78). All
these 90 suburban cities in the urban areas satisfy the center of mass criterion and 86% satisfy
both criteria. The remaining 14% has ri values between 3.03 and 4.22. This means that in the
urban areas a large majority of the suburban cities is directly bordering to the first ring of sub-
urbs and contributes to the compact urban system around the central city. These findings can
easily be verified by observing the urban agglomerations with Google Maps.

With the above discussion we have shown that it is unlikely that density and centrality argu-
ments can entirely explain the differences in performance between central cities as municipali-
ties and the urban agglomerations and urban areas of these cities. These findings give an
answer to our third research question: we believe that these differences are to at least a consid-
erable extent the consequences of a less governmental, social, economic and cultural coherence
in an agglomeration with a number of autonomous municipalities.

Conclusions and Policy Implications
In most earlier work on urban scaling the ‘cities’ are in fact larger agglomerations around cen-
tral cities. It is emphasized [3] that these agglomerations are socioeconomic units and therefore
the defining feature of cities, this in contrast to administrative definitions which are regarded
as more arbitrary.

We however consider that the governmental definition of cities within the direct urban
region around a central city does matter because these definitions often have very longstanding
and deep historical, political and social grounds. We think that this is also the case in, for
instance, the US, but it is certainly the case in the Netherlands. The novel and unique property
of our study is precisely that we are able to distinguish three well-defined urban modalities.
Certainly, a city definition on the basis of socioeconomic considerations is important and we
emphasize that the definitions used in this study for the urban agglomerations and the urban
areas are indeed based by the Netherlands Bureau of Statistics on socioeconomic connections
between the central cities and their agglomerations.

But although urban agglomerations are characterized by socioeconomic connections, this
does not mean that the governance structure within these agglomerations has a strong
cohesiveness resulting in an optimal social, economic and cultural coherence. Quite the con-
trary, the urban agglomerations and urban areas consist of independent, autonomous munic-
ipalities each having their own political and social agenda. For instance, even a medium-sized
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compact urban area such as Leiden consists of ten autonomous municipalities with in total
about 350,000 inhabitants. Every four years there are in the Netherlands new municipal elec-
tions which may involve a complete change of political orientation. This often results in new
policy making in which previous partnership within the agglomeration may be revised or
even eliminated thereby eroding the culture of mutual confidence. As a consequence, the
urban agglomeration may suffer from the lack of vigour and perseverance in the realization
of infrastructural, cultural and economic (particularly industrial business areas) facilities.

In summary, we have investigated the scaling behavior of cities and their agglomerations.
The framework developed in this study leads to challenging conclusions about the importance
of a one-municipality instead of a multi-municipality governance in major urban agglomera-
tions. A coherent governance of major cities and their agglomerations may create more effec-
tive social interactions which reinforce economic and cultural activities generating a
substantial wealth benefit. Even if not all of the differences in performance between central cit-
ies and their urban agglomerations and urban areas can be explained by incoherent gover-
nance, then still a substantial part of the above indicated benefits would generate a significant
increase of wealth and disposable resources. If the benefit would be only 10% of the expected
value, then still we are talking in terms of 100 million Euros per city resulting in thousands of
jobs.

We believe that an important next step in this study of urban scaling and the consequences
for urban governance is a comparison of these results for Netherlands with other countries in
the European Union. Examples are Denmark where in 2007 a drastic municipal reorganization
of all cities and their agglomerations was implemented, and to a substantial extent also Belgium
and Germany.

Materials and Methods

Definitions of municipalities, urban agglomerations, and urban areas
The source of the data and of the definitions of the urban agglomerations and urban areas of
the 22 central cities is the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) [28]. These 22 cities
(with population of the urban areas rounded to the nearest 1000) are: Amersfoort (286,000),
Amsterdam (1,529,000), Apeldoorn (213,000), Arnhem (358,000), Breda (318,000), Dordrecht
(264,000), Eindhoven (412,000), Enschede (315,000), Den Haag (The Hague) (1,028,000),
Groningen (352,000), Haarlem (414,000), Heerlen (251,000), ‘s Hertogenbosch (195,000),
Leeuwarden (162,000), Leiden (338,000), Maastricht (181,000), Nijmegen (283,000), Rotter-
dam (1,170,000), Sittard-Geleen (150,000), Tilburg (295,000), Utrecht (626,000), Zwolle
(178,000).

The data on the land surface areas are taken from the Wikipedia websites of the cities and
the distances of the suburban cities to the central cities are determined with an automated ver-
sion of a distance table [29].

Calculation of the residuals and statistical tests
We calculated the residuals of the power-law scaling of the gross urban product with popula-
tion for the analysis of the real performance as compared to the expected value, see Section
‘Residual analysis of the 50,000+ cities’. The residuals are also used to test the heteroskedasticity
(see for instance [30]). The mathematical procedure is as follows.
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A power-law relation between for instance the gross urban product (G) and population (P)
can be written as:

GðPÞ ¼ aPb ð3Þ

We find empirically (as an example see Fig 1, Set 1) the value 0.006 for the coefficient a and
1.160 for the power-law exponent ß.

Denoting the observed value of the gross urban product for each specific city with Gi, we cal-
culate the residuals ξi of the scaling distribution of each city as follows [3, 16]:

xi ¼ ln½Gi=GðPÞ� ¼ ln½Gi=aP
b� ð4Þ

In Fig 6 we plotted the residuals of the gross urban product against the population for each
city with more than 50,000 inhabitants (Set 1). There appears to be no correlation between the
magnitude of the residuals and the value of the independent variable, in this case the popula-
tion. In other words, the figure does not suggest the presence of heteroskedasticity and we can
assume that the power-law fit and the inferences drawn from it are valid.

We find that the variation in the residuals follows an exponential distribution mirrored by
the regression line and can be described by a Laplace exponential distribution density function,
defined as [3]:

FðxÞ ¼ 1

2s
eð�

jxj
s Þ ð5Þ

with parameter s which characterizes the width of the distribution and is defined by the mean
expectation for the absolute value of the residuals

s ¼ hjxji ð6Þ

Fig 6. Plot of the gross urban product residuals against population for all 50,000+ cities.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146775.g006
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Fig 7 shows the Laplace distribution function compared with the normalized frequency dis-
tribution of the residuals.

Error intervals
The relation between GUP and population size is characterized by superlinearity described
with a power-law dependence, an indication of cumulative advantage. This is different from a
simple regression of, for instance, retail sales and disposable income of households. Therefore
we approached the error estimation for the power-law exponents with the following empirical
procedure.

In Set 1 (the 69 cities with more than 50,000 inhabitants) we removed 10 times randomly
20% of the cities. After each removal of this 20% we calculated the power-law exponent. Next
we calculated the average value of these exponents and the standard deviation. The complete
set of 69 cities gives an exponents of 1.160, as shown in Fig 1. The average value of the 10 ran-
domized measurements is 1.158 with sd = 0.023 and a 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.113–
1.207.

For the 22 major cities (Set 2) we followed the same procedure. In all three modalities, the
central cities, their urban agglomeration and their urban areas, we removed 10 times randomly
20% of the cities, agglomerations and areas. The complete set of 22 cities has an exponent of
1.151, as shown in Fig 2 (curve with triangles). The average value of the 10 randomized mea-
surements is 1.153 with sd = 0.036 and the 95% CI is 1.078–1.228. For the urban agglomera-
tions the exponent is 1.137 (Fig 2, curve with diamonds) and the average value of the 10
randomized measurements is 1.138 with sd = 0.040, the 95% CI is 1.052–1.224. For the urban
areas the exponent is 1.132 (Fig 2, curve with squares) and the average value of the 10 random-
ized measurements is 1.133 with sd = 0.027, the 95% CI is 1.077–1.189.

In order to find out whether the differences in expected gross urban products between the
central cities, their urban agglomerations and their urban areas are significant (the mutual dis-
tances of the curves in Fig 2), we calculated the confidence intervals for these scaling curves. As

Fig 7. Laplace distribution of the residuals for the gross urban product (Set 1) compared with their
frequency distribution (normalized to the same scale).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146775.g007
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an example we performed the calculation for population size N = 200,000. The differences are
indeed significant as is shown in Fig 8.
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